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INTRODUCTION

Zeolites often exhibit complex compositional variations and
substantial substitutional order-disorder. The energetic conse-
quences of solid solution and disorder can often have a large
effect on phase relations involving these minerals, especially
given the relatively small changes in thermodynamic proper-
ties of reactions that govern zeolite stability (Chipera and Apps
2001; Neuhoff 2000; Neuhoff et al. 2000). With the growing
interest in the use of natural zeolites in industrial processes
and radioactive waste disposal (e.g., Colella et al. 2001; Kallo
2001; Ming and Allen 2001; Tchernev 2001), considerable ef-
fort has focused on understanding the thermodynamic proper-
ties of these minerals. This has led to numerous calorimetric
and phase equilibrium studies of zeolites (e.g., Johnson et al.
1982, 1983; Kiseleva et al. 1996; Liou 1971a, 1971b, 1971c;
Murphy et al. 1996). Despite these efforts, little information
exists concerning the thermodynamic consequences of solid
solution and disorder in zeolites, particularly with respect to
Si-Al substitution in zeolite frameworks.

Neuhoff and Stebbins (2001) recently developed an athermal
solid solution model describing the energetic consequences of
Si-Al substitution in the frameworks of highly symmetrical
zeolites (i.e., those whose crystal structure contains only one
crystallographically distinct tetrahedral site). This model (re-

capitulated below) was based on calorimetric observations of
negligible excess enthalpies of mixing for Si-Al substitution in
zeolites (Petrovic and Navrotsky 1997; Shim et al. 1999) and
negative excess entropies of mixing based on the compositional
dependence of configurational entropies (SCON) calculated from
29Si magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS
NMR) observations (cf. Phillips and Kirkpatrick 1994). In zeo-
lites with only one tetrahedral site, up to five peaks can be
present in the 29Si MAS NMR spectrum, corresponding to four-
coordinated Si with 4 Al, 3 Al + 1 Si, 2Al + 2 Si, 1 Al + 3 Si,
and 4 Si second nearest neighbors. These peaks are hereafter
referred to as Si(nAl) pentads, where n is the number of Al
atoms in the second nearest neighbor coordination shell. If Al
avoidance is perfectly obeyed (i.e., there are no Al-O-Al link-
ages in the framework), then the relative intensities of peaks in
the 29Si MAS NMR spectrum exactly constrain both the frame-
work composition and the distribution of Si-Al clusters in the
framework up to the size of the pentads. Neuhoff and Stebbins
(2001) applied this model to synthetic zeolites of the FAU and
LTA structure types (cf. Meier et al. 2001) for which copious
29Si MAS NMR spectra have been published. The veracity of
this model for describing the energetic consequences of Si-Al
substitution in these zeolites could not be tested because suit-
able experimental observations of equilibria involving these
phases have not been conducted.

Equilibria involving natural zeolites have received consid-
erably more attention and potentially provide a means of test-* E-mail: neuhoff@ufl.edu
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ABSTRACT

Quantitative determination of the abundance of Si(nAl) tetrahedral structural units (where n = 0,
1, 2, 3, or 4) through analysis of 29Si magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS NMR)
spectra was used to assess the state of Si-Al disorder in the zeolites analcime [(NaAl)xSi48–xO96·16H2O],
chabazite [(Ca0.5,Na,K)xAlxSi12–xO24·12H2O], and wairakite [CaAl2Si4O12·2H2O]. Short-range Si-Al
ordering in chabazite and analcime is a regular function of Al mol fraction and is fully consistent
with Al avoidance, as has generally been reported for zeolites not subjected to heat treatment. The
results of this study and previously reported 29Si MAS NMR spectra suggest that natural analcime
samples are more Si-Al ordered than either their synthetic counterparts or chabazite. Cluster varia-
tion method (CVM) calculations were used to calculate the configurational entropy (SCON) due to Si-
Al disorder in chabazite and analcime. The calculations predict that long-range Si-Al ordering develops
when Al occupies 5 out of 12 tetrahedral sites in chabazite and synthetic analcime and 17 out of
every 48 tetrahedral sites in natural analcime. The difference between the calculated entropies and
ideal entropies of mixing was used to derive activity-composition relationships for Si-Al substitu-
tion in these frameworks. Comparison between calculated values of SCON and the results of calori-
metric and phase equilibrium studies on analcime indicate that the CVM accurately assesses SCON.
The 29Si MAS NMR spectrum obtained for natural wairakite indicates that this mineral is largely Si-
Al ordered, but comparison with a previously published spectrum indicates that natural and syn-
thetic wairakites can exhibit significant variation in Si-Al disorder.


